
Report from the 2022 Bermuda Bowl European Online Qualifier 
 
Congrats to Ben Norton and the England team on qualifying for the 2022 World National Team 
Championship for the Bermuda Bowl to be played in March/April next year.  

The European Online Qualifier was held on 23 - 28 August on the RealBridge platform with each 
country playing at its own host centre. 

In the Open Teams there were 31 countries taking part and usually the top eight qualify for the 
World Championships.  England finished in ninth position but with Italy finishing third and are the 
hosts for next years World Championship, then nine teams qualified this year. 

The competition was tough with Switzerland, Netherlands, Italy, Israel, Denmark, Norway, 
Bulgaria, Sweden also qualifying. 

In the final round England in 10th place on 324 VPs faced Germany in 18th place on 285 
VPs.  Hungary were eighth with 335 VPs facing Greece in 24th place with 265 VPs  and Bulgaria 
ninth with 333 VPs playing  Turkey in 14th place with  293  VPs.   

So England needed a good win and the result would still depend on how the two teams above 
them fared. 

Ten boards were played in each match and the final board proved to be dramatic and crucial: 

Board 10  dealer East, all vul      

West has   A,  AKQJ932, void, AJ954. 

What do you bid when partner (East) passes and RHO (South) bid 2S (weak)? 

The German West decided to bid 4C (Leaping Michaels at least 5/5 with H and C).  LHO (North) bid 
4S and partner bid 5C. 

West decided this showed something in C and leapt all the way to 7H. 

When England held the West hand, over 2S he bid 3S (=Hs and a minor, GF). When LHO bid 4S, 
East passed and West punted 6H.   This contract had a chance and depended on how to play the 
clubs as East tabled:   1052, 1054, KQ10, 8732. 

7H had no chance and went one off.  

There are two entries to dummy in trumps, when the hearts were 2-1 in opponents' hands.  Both 
declarers played the CA after drawing trumps, felling the singleton CQ on the left and then went to 
dummy to play a club, making twelve tricks, and a huge 17 IMPs to England winning their match 
by 17.3 to 2.7 VPs, giving England a total of 341.7 VPs. 

So now it depended on the results in the other two critical matches. 

In the Turkey vs Bulgaria match, both pairs reached 6H.  Bulgaria made it but Turkey went off 
when they mistimed the play and used up the H entries prematurely .  Bulgaria won the match 
19.8 to 0.2 VPs and moved into 7th place. 
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In the other critical match , Greece vs Hungary , Greece got to 6H making, but the Hungarian West 
choose to double the opening 2S (weak) .  LHO bid 3D, pass from partner and RHO raised to 
4D.   West bid only 4H.  LHO now bid 4S, passed back to West who choose to double.  This contract 
went two off but 14 IMPs to Greece who won the match 14.3 to 5.7 VPs, which left Hungary 
on  340.7 VPs and moved then down to 10th place, one behind England. 

Talk about close encounters and fine margins. 

Anyway, well done England and we wish Ben and his teammates good luck in the World 
Championships. 

 


